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Why would corruption influence international migration?



Take home message:

• It is generally seen as a cause of  emigration, and an

impedement to return migration

• However, it may well reduce the desire to migrate for

those benefiting from it, and may also increase their

opportunities to return

Corruption is an important determinant of  

international human movement
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What is corruption?

‘The abuse of  entrusted authority for illicit gain’ (Norad, 2008)

• Partly (inter)subjective 
~‘Isomorphism’ and ‘decoupling’

•Also influenced by other drivers 
of  migration
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For example:

Nepotism (‘unfair’) unemployment among highly skilled  desire to emigrate

Bribery of  police security concerns  desire to emigrate
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Leerkes et al., Involvement in Assisted Voluntary Return 
depends on:

• Source country GDP per capita
• (Changes in) source country freedom and terror
•Age of  migration
• Family composition
•Asylum determination time
•Native counselors
• Source country corruption x age of  migration (unpublished) 
• Source country corruption x time in NL (unpublished)
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“Since I have been detained my willingness to
leave the Netherlands has increased” (N=411)
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Average SD Min Max
Organisational transparency / voice 3.13 0.9 1 5
Interpersonal treatment 3.29 0.92 1 5
Immigration status transparency 2.36 1.4 1 5
Detention transparency 2.4 1.34 1 5
Distributive justice (proxy) 2.79 1.44 1 5
<1 week 0.07 0.26 0 1
1 week - 1 month 0.16 0.37 0 1
1- 3 months 0.3 0.46 0 1
3 - 6 months 0.23 0.42 0 1
6 - 9 months 0.14 0.35 0 1
> 9 months 0.07 0.26 0 1
Not reported 0.03 0.17 0 1
Detainee threats 2.2 1.01 1 5
Detention frequency:
1th 0.6 0.49 0 1
2nd 0.18 0.38 0 1
3rd 0.09 0.29 0 1
4th 0.03 0.18 0 1
> 4 times 0.06 0.24 0 1



Summary

• Source country corruption impedes voluntary return for

some groups (Paasche / Leerkes)

• Opaque European immigration procedures impede 

voluntary return (Leerkes)

• Source country corruption causes, or reinforces, human 

insecurity (Merkle, Reinold & Siegel)



Take home message

• It is generally seen as an additional cause of  emigration, 

and an impedement to (voluntary) return migration

• However, it may well reduce the desire to migrate for

those benefiting from it, and may their return migration

Corruption is an important determinant of  

international human movement



Conclusion

• It is generally seen as a cause of  emigration, and an

impedement to return migration

• However, it may well reduce the desire to migrate for

those benefiting from it, and may also increase their

opportunities to return

Corruption is an important determinant of  

international human movement
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Corruption and other aspects of  the ‘migration

infrastucture’? 

From a Dutch newspaper article published in 2000: A former Director Dutch 

Immigration & Naturalization Service explained that hundreds of  African 

illegals have been deported to countries bordering their countries of  

citizenship. “The African immigration colleagues and their governments were 

eager to cooperate. We gave them free border control trainings in Amsterdam 

and also paid for the [onward] transportation of  the illegals to their country of  

citizenship.” According to Dutch immigration officers, who insisted on 

remaining anonymous, “everything” could be arranged in Africa for an Ajax t-

shirt  or a tie with the Dutch Ministry of  Justice logo”

Possible point of  discussion
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